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Introduction
The most powerful tool for your constituent communications, voter
outreach, ballot initiative persuasion and nonprofit donor stewardship
doesn’t require you to leave your desk.
Recently, the CEO of the Congressional Management Foundation, Brad Fitch,
was talking to a member of Congress. Brad asked the member, “What if I could
show you a technology which, in an hour, would make thousands of your
constituents consider you accessible and fair, increase their trust in your judgment
and triple your approval rating on one of the toughest issues Congress faces.
Intrigued, the Congressperson asked what this technology could possibly be—to
which Brad responded by pointing at the telephone on her desk.
The use of telephone town halls by members of Congress has exploded in
the past decade. But this fact has flown almost completely under the radar
because of the continuing dominance of social media as a communications
vehicle. Using the telephone and web interface technology, telephone town halls
can convene thousands of people within seconds to participate in interactive
town hall meetings from their own living rooms.
While social media remains the “sexy” technology, Congressional Management
Foundation research clearly shows that of all the platforms members of Congress
use to contact voters, the telephone town hall may hold the greatest potential for
allowing members and their constituents to have more personal conversations
on tough policy issues.
The Congressional Management Foundation recently conducted a study of
Congressional offices that surveyed constituents after they participated in
a telephone town hall, alongside a control group. The study found that the
legislators’ approval rating increased 20 percent following the telephone
town hall.
Telephone town halls fix a real problem, which is that most communications
from politicians and nonprofits are just pushing information at people. The
TV ads, direct mail pieces and banner ads, for instance, leave no opportunity
for actual conversations with voters, organization members and constituents.
Yet conversations are the most effective way to influence people on an issue, on
how to vote and on whether to donate.
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So how does an elected official, candidate for office, or senior staff person at a
nonprofit make this kind of personal connection? When Ralph Northam, the
current lieutenant governor of Virginia, first ran for the state senate, he was
a practicing children’s physician. Ralph conducted six telephone town halls
during the course of his campaign.
At the end of the election, his pollster asked voters why they voted for the
various candidates. Eighty-three percent said they voted for Ralph Northam
because he was a physician who treats children, which was exactly the message
they should have received through the TV, mail, and campaign ground operation.
But 17 percent said, “Oh, I talked to that guy!” Despite the fact that Northam was
not out knocking on a lot of doors, people remembered “meeting” him or talking
to him because they participated in a telephone town hall with him.
On the nonprofit side, PETA’s use of telephone town halls has been groundbreaking. Whether it’s PETA founder Ingrid Newkirk connecting with members
or a staffer giving a program update, the organization uses telephone town halls
to converse with their donors, both for donor stewardship and for raising money
for impending fights. PETA also uses telephone town halls to talk with new
members and high- and mid-level donors, creating an incentive for people to
donate more.
The Fair Foods’ Detroit telephone town hall is another exciting example of
nonprofit success. The organization was able to provide useful information
about the Fair Food Network’s Double Up Food Bucks program to people
receiving food assistance benefits. Through the program, people could receive
twice as much food if they buy it at a farmer’s market. When benefits recipients
were surveyed about what prevented them from eating more healthy food, they
answered that good food is often “too expensive” and that they didn’t know about
programs that could mitigate the cost of eating well. The survey results gave
the organization useful information for future outreach.
There are a few other things to be said about telephone town halls. For example,
because participants willingly join the conversation, candidates and organizations
get less pushback, compared with other types of phone calls. We’ve found
telephone town halls are 10 times more likely to get somebody on a call with an
elected official, a candidate for office, or a nonprofit leader than a conference
call—even one they have signed up for.
So why read this book? Read it if you’re looking for a faster, more effective way to scale
up your conversations with constituents, voters or donors. Most importantly, though, read
it if you believe that people are still the best messengers for the causes they believe in.
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Traditional Communication
Meet
21st Century Technology

The answer; a telephone town hall. Think radio
call-in show meets giant conference call. Using
telephone and web interface technology, telephone
town halls can convene thousands of people
within seconds to participate in interactive town
hall meetings from their own living rooms.

What do you get when
you meld a traditional
form of communication
with 21st century technology?

This innovative tool is replacing the standard
conference call as the most effective way to reach
small and large audiences of constituents,
volunteers, voters and donors. All people have
to do to participate is answer the phone when
it rings—no more remembering to punch in a
10-digit dial-in number and passcode. A proactive,
outbound call simply invites people to stay on
the line to join the meeting. Removing the barrier
of having to dial in lets you reach 10 times the
number of participants with telephone town hall
technology versus a standard conference call.
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When To Use Telephone Town Halls
Whether you’re a political candidate building your constituent base or a nonprofit trying to grow your army of advocates, telephone town halls can be a
powerful tool to help you reach your goals. Here are some of the best uses for
the technology:

Constituent Updates, Feedback and Announcements
Telephone town halls have become one of the most popular ways for busy,
over-committed public officials to connect with busy, over-committed constituents
in a controlled environment. Although hundreds or even thousands of other
people are also on the line, surveys have shown that telephone town halls make
constituents feel as though they are having a personal, one-on-one conversation
with their public officials.
Telephone town halls rose to prominence in 2008, when the debate over the
Affordable Care Act became overly contentious—with some constituents even
going as far as bringing assault rifles to in-person town hall meetings. Telephone
town halls eliminate unanticipated and potentially dangerous public reaction
without sacrificing the intimacy of the town hall format.
The most common complaint we hear from constituents is that their elected
officials don’t represent them or understand their priorities. With telephone
town halls, elected officials can connect with geographically dispersed constituents
easily and efficiently. These events are particularly useful for U.S. senators and
representatives who can’t make it home as often as they’d like—or for local
officials who represent large districts.
At Stones’ Phones, we work with elected officials at all levels of government—
local, county, state and national—to perfect the government-sponsored, “franked”
telephone town hall, because we know how important it is for elected officials
to speak directly with constituents. Many members of our staff have worked
on Capitol Hill, and we were the first firm to host franked telephone town halls
with House and Senate Democrats. We work within your schedule and ensure
our work follows all the franking rules.
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ELECTED OFFICIALS AND EXECUTIVES AT ALL
LEVELS CAN USE THESE EVENTS TO:
		• Hear residents’ and voters’ concerns and opinions
		• Answer constituent questions and pose their own
			polling questions
		• Update constituents about their efforts and activities on
			 behalf of residents and voters
		• Make important public announcements or unveil a new
			 program or initiative to a large group of stakeholders—
			 and get their buy-in
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Campaigning
It’s no secret that the campaign trail can be rocky. Days are long, schedules are
tight, and campaign staff can be skittish about when and where to put their
candidate in front of the public. Telephone town halls have become the most
effective way for candidates to reach potential voters without the unknown
variables that can plague campaigns. Candidates can speak to thousands of
voters at a time from campaign headquarters—without the added time and
expense associated with travel.

			 SOME OF THE BEST WAYS TO USE TELEPHONE
			 TOWN HALLS FOR CAMPAIGNS INCLUDE:

Launching the Campaign and Reaching Undecided Voters
Launching a campaign and winning over undecided voters are two of the most
challenging aspects of running for public office. With telephone town halls,
candidates can easily reach large numbers of voters across their state, district
or region with their campaign message.
Telephone town halls also are one of the best tools for targeting undecided
voters during a campaign’s final stretch. Simple but effective, a message such
as: “Stay on the line to ask your questions directly to the candidate before you
vote on Election Day” can be a powerful motivator.
In addition to taking live questions, candidates can choose polling questions
to ask participants during a call to gauge voter support, get out the vote, enlist
volunteers, and identify key campaign issues. Polling questions also can identify
people who need rides to the polls or more information about where to vote.
Stones’ Phones saves and returns all polling question responses to candidates
and their campaign staff after the event.

Poltical Fundraising
Fundraising plays a major role in the campaign process, and telephone town
halls have demonstrated success raising campaign funds. Every campaign
cycle, we host fundraising telephone town halls that we market as “insider’s
campaign briefings”: calls featuring campaign updates by both the candidate
and campaign manager. During the events, participants can easily make a
campaign pledge or actual contribution by pressing a number on their phone
to connect with a volunteer. Through this process, one campaign garnered
over $10,000 during the actual events and collected another $21,000 in pledges
following the telephone town halls.
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CANDIDATES CAN SPEAK TO THOUSANDS OF VOTERS AT A TIME FROM
CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS—WITHOUT THE ADDED TIME AND EXPENSE
ASSOCIATED WITH TRAVEL.

Growing Nonprofit
Organizations
Regular communication with members and potential members is crucial
for building and maintaining a strong and healthy organization.
Telephone town halls have become a popular vehicle for national
nonprofit organizations to connect with members who are scattered
across the country. Here are some of the best ways nonprofit groups
have used telephone town halls:

Fundraising
Remote Lobby Days

Existing and New
Member Outreach

Activism Asks

DURING THE EVENTS, PARTICIPANTS CAN EASILY MAKE A
CAMPAIGN PLEDGE OR ACTUAL CONTRIBUTION BY PRESSING
A NUMBER ON THEIR PHONE
10

Existing and New Member Outreach

Regular telephone town halls can help organizations
maintain their member stewardship and even recruit
new members by establishing personal connections.
Many organizations survive and thrive based on the charisma and passion of
their leaders, whose busy schedules often preclude them from speaking regularly
with members. Through telephone town halls, members can connect with
their organization’s leaders on a more routine basis, without having to spend
the time and resources to travel to a national event. Organizations can showcase
very high-profile leaders, providing members with a unique opportunity to
interact with them on a personal level. Member outreach topics could include
upcoming projects, union contract negotiations or an end-of-year roundup of
an organization’s accomplishments.

Activism Asks
Telephone town halls not only provide a perfect platform for educating
members about an organization’s policy goals, they are exceptional tools
for activating members. During an event, members may respond to polling
questions to attend a rally, write a letter to the editor or a legislator, or pledge
to talk with friends and family about an issue.
With telephone town halls, organizations can even patch members directly
to legislators simply by having them press a button on their phone keypad.
Alternatively, members can record a statement about why they support an
organization on a particular issue by leaving a voicemail with the organization
following an event. The organization can then deliver those recordings directly
to legislators or use them to create social media campaigns to promote the
organization (see “Social Media Outreach” under “Following Up”).

WITH TELEPHONE TOWN HALLS, YOU CAN HOST LOBBY DAYS ANYTIME,
WITHOUT MEMBERS HAVING TO COMMIT ANY MORE TIME BEYOND THE
EVENT ITSELF.
11

Non-Profit Fundraising
Running a nonprofit requires a robust fundraising operation, and telephone
town halls continue to be an exciting new tool for nonprofit fundraising. Because
of the conversational nature of a telephone town hall, even events with a heavy
fundraising focus don’t feel like a hard donation ask to participants.
Organizations can create their own internal donation system to accept contributions
during an event or use our secure, online interface. In this case, members
provide their credit card information, which is processed immediately over the
phone. Participants who choose to pledge a donation can select a fixed amount
by following instructions about which number to press on their phone keypad.
Once organizations receive the pledge data, they can follow up on the pledges
following the event and use the information to bolster their donor lists.

Immediate fundraising events work best when centered
on an upcoming action after an online petition. We’ve
had great success using fundraising telephone town
halls that provide updates to an online petition.
Remote Lobby Days
One of the more interesting and aggressive ways nonprofits have used telephone
town halls is to host remote lobby days. Studies show nothing is more effective
than getting constituents into a legislator’s office to discuss why your mission is
important. Because of the physical distance between an organization’s members
and City Hall or the Capitol, traditional lobby days can be expensive and time
consuming, limiting them to once a year. With telephone town halls, you can host
lobby days anytime, without members having to commit any more time beyond
the event itself.
For these telephone town halls, organizations invite government officials or
candidates to join them. Just like any other constituent outreach, the official
or candidate can take questions and interact with participants. However, in
this case, they are interacting with your members and answering questions
that you’ve chosen and control. These events can be very effective at making
officials solidify or reconsider their policy positions.
Many times, organization members and elected officials discover valuable,
new information about each other during telephone town halls. For instance,
elected officials may “meet” members they know or are even related to, while
members may learn about legislation impacting them that elected officials have
been considering.
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CHAPTER II
Advantages of Using the Telephone Town Hall
Host larger events
Save Time
Maintain Control
Multiple Languages
Reach and Intimacy
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Telephone town halls have become popular because
relieving participants of the responsibility
of remembering to call in
increases event participation.

Host Larger Events
Save Time

In addition to higher
participation rates, the
telephone town hall
helps you:

Maintain Control
Use Multiple Languages
Create Reach
Foster Intimacy
Move Quickly
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Telephone Town Halls Help You
Host Larger Events
Without the physical constraints of an actual facility, you can host thousands
of participants during one event without worrying about having enough room,
parking or other building and event logistics.

Save Time
Time can be a major barrier to physical, in-person town hall involvement.
With the telephone town hall, you don’t have to travel to some distant location
to participate—and neither does your target audience.

Maintain Control
Live, in-person town halls or unscreened conference calls can create an
overwhelming amount of stress for a campaign or organization. With telephone
town halls, you can maintain a controlled environment that isn’t possible with
in-person town halls. For instance, you eliminate any potential danger from
in-person participants, and prescreened questions allow you to stay on message
and control the tone and direction of conversations, avoiding hecklers and
other distractors.
The web interface and question prescreening process ensure you know
participants’ questions before they go live—removing the guesswork from
town halls and putting you in the driver’s seat. If there is a question you don’t
want to answer, you don’t have to take it. If participants ramble while asking
questions or go off-topic, you can mute them. At no point can someone hijack
your event. You’re always in control.
Volunteers and staff from your organization or campaign will learn how to
screen participants’ questions and assign a star rating to ensure you take only
the best questions. You will also get a summary of all participants’ comments. In
addition, our trained staff, available online or in person, will make sure everything
runs smoothly.

WE CAN ARRANGE A
TELEPHONE TOWN HALL
IN A MATTER OF HOURS.
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Use Multiple Languages
The language barrier between politicians, organizations and non-English speaking
voters or members hampers communication. When non-English speaking voters
can listen and speak in their preferred language, they become more engaged in
the content. Able to support many different languages, our telephone town hall
technology ensures no part of your audience is overlooked or excluded. Using our
telephone town hall platform, you can run fully bilingual events.
Indeed, non-English events are some of our most successful. Our data shows
there is both a higher level and longer average length of participation for
non-English events than for our events in English. For example, for a Spanish
telephone town hall we held for a member of Congress, the Spanish participants
stayed on the call twice as long as the English-speaking participants on a call on
the same topic. With multilingual telephone town halls, no one is left out of
the conversation.

Create Reach & Foster Intimacy
You can reach anywhere from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of participants
with a single telephone town hall—all while maintaining an intimate, one-on-one
feel throughout the call.

Move Quickly
If there is an urgent need to reach
voters, supporters or constituents
quickly, we can arrange a telephone
town hall in a matter of hours. Few
other technologies let you talk in your
own voice as crucial decisions are
being discussed.

With telephone town halls, you can maintain a
controlled environment that isn’t possible with
in-person town halls.
16

CHAPTER III
How the Technology Works
Taking The Event Live
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Telephone town halls are
innovative tools that merge
telephone technology with digital software.

The outbound invitation system can dial out to hundreds of numbers every
second, ensuring that even the largest audiences join the event quickly. Numbers
are dialed from multiple systems stored securely in geographically disbursed
collocation spaces, ensuring the unparalleled performance and reliability of our
telephone town hall servers.
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Participants’ lines are muted once they join the event; only your designated
speakers on the live call-in line are unmuted. During the call, the event sponsor
may selectively unmute prescreened participants who want to ask a question.
The entire event is controlled by an easy-to-use web interface that includes
controls for the producer, the screeners (those who listen first to the participant’s
questions and write them in the interface), the people taking donations (collectors)
and those who want to observe the statistics in real time (observers).
The interface controlled by the producer shows real-time data on how the event
is progressing, a polling interface from which to start and stop polling questions,
and a speaker queue, which includes all of the information about prescreened
participants who have questions. The interface also includes a staff chat to keep
the producer continuously connected to the screeners, observers and other staff.
The producer’s interface is the only one that directly impacts the event.
Screeners use an interface that shows a list of participants who pressed zero
to ask a question and allows them to speak with the participants one on one;
record their name, location, comment or question; and give them a rating they
pass on to the producer. Screeners also have access to the staff chat so they can
easily communicate with the producer, observers and other event staff.
Calls that take donations will also use the “collector” interface. This interface
operates the same as the screeners’ interface but has additional space to record
participants’ addresses and credit card information. The secure interface will
compile all of the information stored by your staff or volunteers and return it
in a password-protected file after the event.
Lastly, anyone who wants to observe the event in real time will use the observer
interface. This interface is identical to the producer’s interface but without any
functionality. Using this interface, observers can see real-time statistics, polling
results and all questions on deck.

Taking the Event Live
The day of the event, we send out a recorded message to everyone on your invite
list, welcoming them to the telephone town hall and letting them know that all
they need to do to participate in the event is stay on the line.
Once they are on the call, participants can use their telephone keypads to
answer polling questions, “get in line” to ask a question live, or donate to your
organization or campaign.
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After the
event, you’ll
receive a
treasure trove
of data

on air

Participants’ lines are muted once they join
the event; only your designated speakers on
the live call-in line are unmuted.

Using the streamlined web interface, you choose who gets to ask a question,
what polls to run and how long the event lasts. You also receive second-by-second
updates of how many participants are on the call.
After the event, you’ll receive a treasure trove of data that outlines how much
time participants spent on the call, which ones wanted to ask a question, and
how people responded to polls. With so much data, you can keep the conversation
going long after the telephone town hall has ended!
Important note: All of the web interfaces use Flash. The interfaces will work on your
computer as long as it has Flash; however, it will not work on an iPad or iPhone. The
technology works best with a high-speed Internet connection, and works on both
Windows and Mac OS X. We recommend using Google Chrome to run the interface.
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CHAPTER IV
Running the Show
The Moderator
Program For the Event
What To Do When Things Get Off Script
The Producer
The Screeners
The Participants
The Press/Media
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ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE

SCREENERS

PRODUCER

MODERATOR

Several essential roles are necessary for
ensuring a successful telephone town hall
including a moderator, a producer and screeners.

An enthusiastic audience is equally
important for a quality event.
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The moderator

As the first one to interact with participants, the moderator is probably
the most important role on a telephone town hall, other than the speakers.
Moderators set the tone and guide participants through the event—setting
up speakers, introducing participants and leading poll questions. Like a
master of ceremonies, moderators must be able to improvise well and
think on their feet. They direct questions to speakers and sometimes even
answer them themselves. A member of the campaign’s or organization’s
communications team—or another team member comfortable with public
speaking—typically fills the moderator role.

What Makes a Good Moderator?

To be an effective moderator, it’s important to always:
1.		
		
		
		
		

Be enthusiastic. The best telephone town halls are the ones whose moderators
are energized and excited to talk to participants. Some participants may
feel nervous asking their questions live, but strong moderators help put
participants at ease. Build a rapport with participants and speakers, and
remember that the event is a conversation, not a lecture.
Tip: If you smile when you speak, and it will come across in the tone of your voice.

2.		 You don’t want to have any dead air time during the event. People are most likely to drop
		 off a call when things get quiet, so keep the conversation going and
		 participants engaged throughout the entire event.
Tip: This is especially important at the start of the event, when participants are just joining. While you may
be tempted to wait for large numbers to join before you begin, start and continue talking right away
to ensure that everyone joining the event stays on the line to hear the speakers.
3.		
		
		
		

Remind people how they can participate. One of the easiest things to forget while
moderating an event is to remind participants to press zero if they have
a question. Consistently reminding participants to press zero is the best
way to get as many questions as possible.

Tip: Use a sticky note to remind yourself to tell participants to press zero to ask a question. If you think
you’ve said, “Press zero to ask a question” too often, you haven’t.
4.		
		
		
		
		

Be patient with polls. Poll questions are a client favorite—so much so that many
clients can’t wait to begin getting results of each poll question as soon as
it’s asked. However, it takes time to calculate poll results. Participants often
will take a moment to think about their response. If you’re just waiting for
everyone to input results, you can create dead air.

Tip: Taking a question or hearing from a speaker while the poll results are being calculated helps you keep
the conversation moving and gives you time to think about the poll results and how or if you’d like to
respond to them.
5.		
		
		
		

Take notes. During the event, take notes on participants and polls. Making
sure you record the name, location and any relevant information about
the participants you’re about to take live helps you build a more personal
connection with all participants asking a question.

Tip: In addition to introducing participants by name, you also can thank them by name after their questions have
been answered. You can use your notes to enhance the other event data the client will review after the call.
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Preparing for the Big Event

Moderators need to make sure everything runs smoothly
before the call begins and once participants are engaged
in the event. Remember to do the following before kicking
off your event:
1.		 Dial into the speaker line at least 15 minutes before the event. The speaker line phone number
		 is provided in advance and is the line that everyone who will be speaking on
		 the call will use. Make sure the line is working properly and ready to go.
Note: The speaker line is unmuted during the event so you will be responsible for muting and unmuting
your own line. Because the line is unmuted, it should be shared only with people who have speaking roles
during the event. Be sure to remind speakers that the line is unmuted.
2.		 Make sure your phone has service. We strongly recommend using a landline phone
		 since it doesn’t pick up as much background noise and will not lose reception
		 like a cellphone. If you don’t have access to a landline, you can use a cellphone
		 as long as you ensure the area you are in has good reception. You may use
		 a high-quality speakerphone if all of the speakers are gathered around a
		 table. Otherwise, speakers should use their own handsets to minimize
		background noise.
Note: If your phone has shaky service and sounds bad to the other speakers,
it will sound just as bad to all of the participants on the call.
3.		
		
		
		
		

Reserve a quiet space. Campaign and activist headquarters can often be hectic,
noisy places. Choose a conference room or another quiet space from which
to host the event. The goal of the telephone town hall is to have a conversation
with participants. Too much background noise can be a major distraction
and ruin that one-on-one dynamic you are trying to create.

4. 		
		
		
		
		

Have your agenda and talking points handy. Being thoroughly prepared with an agenda
and talking points will help you stay on track and ensure easy transitions
to each new portion of the event. If you’re announcing poll results, we
recommend filling in the results as you go so that you can refer back to
them and be ready to announce them live.
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What to Do When Things Go Off Script
Even the best-scripted events can get derailed, so you need to be prepared.
For example, if a person you call on to ask a question doesn’t respond right
away, give him or her a moment before jumping to the next question. If the
caller doesn’t respond to your prompts, you have two options. You can pose
the question yourself by saying something like: “It looks like we may have
lost Suzie, but she wanted to ask about….” Or you can move to your next caller.
Sometimes participants will make a comment rather than ask a question—or
pose a lengthy question peppered with commentary. In these situations, it’s
well within your rights as moderator to gently interrupt by saying, “Thank you
for that question. I want to make sure our speakers have a chance to respond…”
while you or your producer mutes the line to allow your speaker to answer.
If you ever feel you are losing control of an event, it is always okay to do whatever
it takes to get back on track as quickly as possible. If there are any issues you or
your producer feels ill equipped to handle, you can use the internal staff chat
interface to speak with a Stones’ Phones staff member, who is trained to
troubleshoot issues that may arise on calls.
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The producer

The producer is the moderator’s right hand. In many cases, the producer and moderator are the same person.
The producer handles all of the technical aspects of running an event for the moderator, such as physically
starting and stopping poll questions, and unmuting participant lines to take questions. While this role is ideally
filled by a member of the campaign team or organization, a Stones’ Phones staffer can also take up the role.
Our 30-minute personal training will familiarize your designated producer—and any other member of your
team who wants to know how to run the event—with the necessary technology. A Stones’ Phones staffer is
prepared to take over for a producer who is no longer comfortable in the role at any time during an event.

THE SCREENERS

Screeners play an integral role in each telephone town hall. In fact, they’re a large part of what makes the
events special and effective. Screeners are the first point of contact for listeners who wish to ask a question or
make a comment. They are responsible for funneling quality questions and comments to the moderator,
who has the final say on which ones will go live. While screeners are critical to the telephone town hall process,
only the moderator and producer actually bring participants live before the speakers.
Typically, screener roles are filled by volunteers, interns or any campaign or organization member interested
in the process. While we also can provide screeners for events, we’ve found that the best screeners are those
already connected with and well versed in the issues and situation of the event sponsor.

How Many Screeners Should You Have?
As with most things in politics, it depends: but put simply, the more the better.
Especially at the start of an event, it’s crucial to have as many screeners as possible
to feed questions to the moderator. If you understaff screeners, you may find
yourself in the awkward position of having no questions for your speakers once
they have concluded their remarks.
A good rule of thumb is to start with at least three screeners for any event with
a list size of 30,000 or fewer and add a screener for every 10,000 people over
30,000. For example, a list of 40,000 should have about four screeners, while
a 60,000-person event should have at least six. While each event is different,
we’ve found this setup to work for the vast majority of calls. You always have
the option of increasing the number of screeners if you expect your issue or
campaign to be highly polarized. The more screeners you have, the more quickly
you can move to the question-and-answer portion of the event—and the
longer participants will stay on the line.
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Screener Training
Screening is a very simple, straightforward process you can learn in 30 minutes
or less. Before the event, Stones’ Phones trains all of your screeners in a
demo event to make sure they feel comfortable with the technology. We’ll
also provide a sample script and screener “cheat sheet” of instructions so
screeners feel they have the most important information at their fingertips.
In addition, screeners are connected to the moderator, producer and Stones’
Phones staff at all times through the internal staff chat on the web interface.
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PRESS AND MEDIA

People in politics understand the power of the media. With a telephone town hall, you can control the extent of
the media’s involvement and take advantage of their participation to generate free publicity and public attention.
For each event, we provide you with a “listen-in only” line that the media could use to listen in on the
conversation. This line keeps members of the media from asking questions or skewing poll question results,
and ensures that you interact only with your public. Members of the media also won’t know your event’s
participation numbers or poll results unless you announce them on the call. Even with the media present, you
retain complete control of your message and event.
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THE PARTICIPANTS

		

WE HAVE FOUND THAT
NOT MORE THAN 5 PERCENT OF AN
INVITED LIST SIGNS UP AHEAD OF TIME.
While participants don’t run the show, they obviously are a very important
component of a telephone town hall. Making sure you’ve pulled together
a top-notch participant list is the first step in ensuring your event’s
success. Having an engaged and enthusiastic audience will allow your
speakers to feed off their energy and create a better, more exciting dialogue.
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Here are some tips
for creating that
super list for your
telephone town hall:
1.		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Always include your activists. Activists are the perfect targets for telephone town
halls. Their passion for your cause and already-demonstrated willingness
to engage with your campaign or organization makes them more likely to
ask questions, respond to polling questions and enthusiastically engage
in your event. Even if your goal is to recruit new activists or volunteers,
including campaign or organization veterans will ensure participant
engagement in your issues. They may even help you recruit new activists
and volunteers—the Holy Grail for telephone town halls.

2.		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Don’t limit your participant list to signups. Accepting signups for your telephone town
hall ensures you have a core group of participants who are actively engaged
in your issues or campaigns. But you don’t want to limit participant
recruitment to signups. We have found that not more than 5 percent of an
invited list signs up ahead of time. The folks who do sign up participate
longer but do not fill the event.You need to reach out to people who sign
up because some of them still forget to call in.

3.		 Consider your issues. You want to be sure the people you invite to your telephone
		 town hall are invested in your issues and/or candidates. In the campaign
		 world, this can be as simple as making sure everyone you contact lives in
		 your voting district. If protecting Medicare or Medicaid is among your top
		 issues, you want to target seniors or voters eligible for those programs. We’re
		 happy to use our years of experience running telephone town halls and
		 targeted phone programs to make sure your participant list is in line with
		your issues.
4.		
		
		
		
		
		

Don’t narrow your options. Even though you want to target your message, remember
that telephone town halls are exceptional broadcasting tools that are most
effective in reaching larger audiences and persuading undecided participants
to support your issues or candidate. With telephone town halls, you can
reach tens or hundreds of thousands of people in minutes. Such a powerful
communication tool should be used to its fullest.
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CHAPTER V
Important Tools To Make Your Event A Success
What We Need Before Your Telephone Town Hall
Marketing Your Event
Do’s and Don’ts of Telephone Town Halls
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Important
tips and tools to
make your event successful.
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LIKE ANY EVENT, THE KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL
TELEPHONE TOWN HALL INCLUDE SETTING GOALS
AND BEING PREPARED.

Before planning a telephone town hall, identify your goals and what you hope
to achieve from the event. For example, are you trying to raise money? Identify
volunteers or expand your volunteer list? Gauge public opinion on certain issues?
The answer to each of these questions will affect how you design your event.
Once your goals are set, the next step is to make sure you have as large an
audience as possible. The bigger the audience, the greater your choice of
questions and the number of people you can reach with your message.
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What’s Needeed Before Your
Telephone Town Hall
1.		 Date and Time. You need to decide on both for your event. We have found
		 that evenings between 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. are usually the best start
		 times. If you are calling seniors, daytime or Sunday afternoons might
		work best.
2.		
		
		
		

Audience Data. We will work with you to identify whom you want to talk with
during the event. If you don’t already have the data for the people you are
looking for—whether you want to speak with primary voters, mothers with
children or any other demographic—we’ll help you get it.

3.		
		
		
		

Scripts. We will send you a draft of the scripts for the pre-call, the recording
as participants call into the event and the close of the event. We also will
send you the voicemail message for those who do not answer the telephone
town hall call.

4.		 Recordings. Once scripts are finalized, we need to record them. Recording is as
		 simple as calling into our recording line and leaving a voicemail. Once the
		 recording is complete, we’ll send it back to you for final approval.
5.		 Speakers. As part of finalizing the agenda, we’ll also finalize the speakers on
		 the call, including the moderator, coalition partners and experts. The goal
		 is to limit the number of speakers to no more than four.
6.		
		
		
		

Trainings. We’ll need to train whoever will be acting as the event moderator, as
well as screeners who will be documenting the questions. Each individual
training takes about 20 to 30 minutes. We schedule trainings close to the
event so details stay fresh in everyone’s mind.
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The Pre-Call
Whether it’s remembering that important client meeting or where you put
your car keys, we could all use a reminder from time to time. That’s why we
recommend a 30-second, automated pre-call the day before your telephone
town hall.
Not only does it serve as a reminder to those already planning on joining the
event, a pre-call markets the event to those who may not have been aware of it.
The pre-call message is recorded by the elected official, candidate or organization
hosting the event and includes the topic, date and start time. A pre-call gives the
participant time to think of questions and allows them to schedule the event into
their day.
While a 30-second pre-call may seem trivial, it shows participants you’re committed
to hearing from them. The pre-call also is exceptionally effective at increasing
event participation. In a recent study, we analyzed 30 different clients (15 political
and 15 membership organizations) and tested the effect of a pre-call on event
participation. Overall, participation increased by an average of 16 percent for
those who used a pre-call, with participation increasing by 9 percent for political
events and 21 percent for membership organization events.

Websites and Cookie-Targeted Advertisements
One of the best ways to advertise and share information about the telephone
town hall is through your official campaign or organization website. People who
sign up for an event online are 2.5 times more likely to pick up the call—and
also remain on the line 3.2 times longer than those who do not sign up.
Creating a telephone town hall signup page on your website not only increases
your event’s likelihood of success, it lets you capture phone numbers and email
addresses of anyone interested in learning more about your campaign, work or
organization. Once people sign up for the event, you can follow up and invite
them to get more involved in your cause.
We also have had great success using cookie-targeted advertisements to direct
people to a signup page. Organizations and campaigns can deliver advertisements
to a target audience that visits specific websites so we reach people who are likely
to be interested in your cause or candidate. The only step that potential
participant has to take to join the event is to click on the advertisement and
sign up on the website. The best part of using targeted online advertisements
to increase signups is that you can reach people who otherwise would be very
hard to reach without capturing their phone numbers online, since federal
rule restricts auto call cellphones. The Federal Communications Commission
allows organizations, nonprofits and unions to call cellphone numbers that have
been provided by their members or supporters.
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Email Lists
Email lists can be a great asset, especially if the goal of your telephone town
hall is to fundraise or recruit volunteers. Those who already have subscribed
to your email updates care about your cause and have demonstrated that they
want to hear more from you—which will make them more likely to respond
positively to your email invitation to join a telephone town hall. You can use the
cellphone or updated landline numbers you captured through email to update
your records and share the full recording of the event with those who ended up
not participating.

Social Media
Social media lets groups engage with more than just the audience listening
to the event and broadcasts your campaign’s or organization’s message well
beyond the immediate universe of people. You can amplify your message
immensely with a robust social media campaign before, during and after a
telephone town hall.
A social media campaign prior to the telephone town hall can build anticipation
for the event and direct people to an event signup webpage. Some sites like
Facebook also offer “Facebook Connect” and other tools that allow campaigns
and organizations to match their phone lists against numbers users have on their
Facebook pages.
During the telephone town hall, you can use social media for speaker quotes and
to share the event as it’s happening. Campaigns and organizations frequently use
Twitter and other social media to share the question-and-answer portion of an
event and key speaker points with their extended audience. This type of outreach
shows Twitter followers that the campaign or organization is fully committed
to hearing from the public and can inspire people to join a future event.
After the telephone town hall, you can share the full recording you receive of
your event on your social media pages. The posting is best coupled with a link
to your signup page so viewers can sign up for future events.

Direct Mail
Direct mail that lists the time and date of a telephone town hall, as well as direct
mail that resembles an actual invitation, has increased the number of participants
and length of time participants remain on the call. Remember, it is often the
atmospherics surrounding the event—for example, the fact that potential
participants know they are being invited—that matter more than the event itself.
Direct mail—potentially with a call-in number we supply you—reinforces the
fact that there will be a telephone town hall and that the invitee’s opinion is valued.
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As you prepare to host your event, keep these simple dos and don’ts
in mind to help things run as smoothly as possible.

Do Remember to Always
1.		
		
		
		
		
		

Keep it short. Most speakers are used to lecturing audiences for
extended periods of time. While that may work in a boardroom,
Congressional hearing or keynote speech, it will fail in a telephone
town hall. Speakers should keep their remarks short and sweet—
about two to three minutes and never more than five—to keep
the event moving and ensure the audience doesn’t lose interest.

2.		
		
		
		
		

Focus on your audience. Telephone town halls are designed for open
communication. Participants want to feel they’re being heard.
Speakers should make answering questions from a live audience
and asking participants poll questions a priority. The more you
interact with your audience, the better your event will turn out.

3.		 Stay on topic. Occasionally, you’ll find participants who have a hyper		 specific question or one that veers off topic. Redirect participants
		 seeking an answer to a personal situation that others on the
		 line are probably not interested in. Similarly, if the topic is the
		 environment, redirect a participant with a question about military
		 spending, which may sidetrack the event and distract your speakers
		and participants.
4.		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Roll with the punches. Sometimes it’s okay to go with the flow of the event
if you see that a change in direction or focus is working. If the event
is nearing an end but there are great questions left in the queue,
you should feel free to continue answering questions as long as
your speakers care to. You decide when the event ends. If
something in the script doesn’t seem to be working,
scrap it. Often, our clients plan scripted question-andanswer sessions only to find that the real questions
they’re getting are better.

Your
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Just as there are things you always should do to ensure a successful
telephone town hall, there are a few things you’ll want to steer clear
of to avoid a poor or unsatisfactory outcome.

4 Telephone Town Hall Don’ts
1.		 Don’t let your speakers talk for more than three minutes in their opening statement.
		When speakers have long opening statements, it makes participants
		 feel like you are talking at them and excluding them from the
		 conversation. One of the strengths of the telephone town hall is
		 that it includes participants in the conversation, so try to keep
		 your speakers’ opening statements short. Your speakers will be able
		 to talk about any topics they didn’t cover in their opening statement
		 during the question-and-answer session.
2.		
		
		
		
		
		

Don’t forget to take questions throughout the event. While it may be tempting
to take questions only at the end, you’ll get the best outcome if you
entertain them throughout the call. This tactic will keep participants
engaged in the conversation and keep them on the call longer.
Also remember to remind participants often that they can press
zero to ask a question.

3.		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Don’t forget backup questions. Backup questions are especially useful at
the start of a telephone town hall if you don’t see a question you
really want to take live. You can use a backup question while you
wait for screeners to review new questions that come in. Backup
questions also can be very useful if you don’t get a question about
a topic you really wanted to cover during the event. You either can
have someone call into the event using the participant call-in line
or have the moderator ask the speaker(s) the question directly.

4.		
		
		
		
		

Don’t forget to make participants feel special. If you sound like you’re
excited to talk to participants and glad they are
participating, participants will be equally excited to
talk to you. Let your voice convey your passion to
your audience about your cause.
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CHAPTER VI
After The Telephone Town Hall
Data Collection
Following Up
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The real magic
happens after the event.

While the telephone town hall is a powerful and exciting communication
tool in its own right, the real magic happens after the event. As
participants listen to and interact with the speakers, our system is
quietly collecting data that top-shelf campaigns and organizations use
to continue the conversation long after the call has ended. With some
smart strategizing and creative thinking, you can turn a one-hour
telephone town hall into a meaningful, long-lasting relationship with
your target audience.
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As participants listen to and
interact with the speakers,
our system is quietly
collecting data that topshelf campaigns and
organizations use to
continue the converstion
long after the call has ended.

Data Collection

The data you will receive after every telephone town hall event includes
information about the number of participants who:

Stayed on the Call
Perhaps the most potent piece of data you will receive after a telephone town
hall is the amount of time each participant spent on the call. From the moment
they pick up the phone to the moment they hang up or, ideally, the call ends,
you’ll be able to see just how long all participants listened in. After hundreds
and thousands of telephone town halls nationwide, we’ve found that the average
participant duration of a telephone town hall is about three minutes. If you
liken that to knocking on doors or greeting people outside a mall, it is about the
length of time it would take you to make a connection with potential supporters
and create a lasting impression. If you engage people for five minutes, you are
more likely to gain not just a supporter, but a volunteer or contributor. Similarly,
anyone who stays on a call for longer than the three-minute national average is a
top target. And with the telephone town hall, you are “knocking on” the equivalent
of hundreds or thousands of doors at one time—saving a lot of legwork, logistics
and time.

Pressed Zero to Ask a Question
The bread and butter of a telephone town hall is asking questions live.
Unfortunately, speakers usually don’t have time to answer every question of
all participants. Fortunately, we save the records of everyone who pressed zero
to ask a question. After the event, you’ll know exactly who wanted to ask a
question, whether or not a screener screened the caller, and whether or not the
question was answered live. For those who were screened but did not go live,
you’ll also have a summary of the comments or questions the screener recorded.

Pressed Seven to Donate
If you’re using telephone town halls to fundraise, you will also have access to
who wanted to donate during the event. Like people who press zero to ask a
question, information about those who press seven to donate is stored in the
data along with a record of whether or not a collector accepted their donation.
If a collector did not connect with them, you can follow up to ensure they make
their donation. If they make a donation over the phone, you can add their data to
a general donor list for periodic outreach.

Responded to Poll Questions
One of the best ways to use poll questions during telephone town halls is to
build activist lists. If participants indicate through a poll that they care about
one issue over another, then it is on that more important issue you should
communicate with them. We save and tag all poll responses back to the individual
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who responded to the poll question. This is an easy, unobtrusive way to find
new volunteers or donors, or receive event RSVPs or participant pledges to take
action. The data will let you follow up and ensure that everyone who pledges
some sort of action follows through.

Left Voicemails
At the end of every telephone town hall, anyone still on the line gets transferred
to a voicemail box. Participants may leave their question that wasn’t answered
live, their contact information or even a message encouraging politicians to
take a stance on an issue. This is your opportunity to record the real voices of
your membership or constituents, and the sky’s the limit on what you can do
with these recordings (see “Social Media Outreach”).

Following Up

Now that you have all this data, what’s next? The amount of data you receive
after every telephone town hall can be overwhelming. Fortunately, our years
of experience running these events have given us unique insight into what’s
most important and how best to use all of the information you receive. Here are
some of the best ways to use telephone town hall data to keep the conversation
going—and to benefit your campaign or organization—after the event:

Fundraising and Activism
The best possible outcome of a telephone town hall is to turn passive listeners
into supporters, donors and activists. We’ve found that participant duration is
the key component in turning passive participants into active members of your
campaign or organization. The longer individuals spend on a call, the more likely
they are to donate to your organization or take further action, making them key
targets for your campaign’s or organization’s outreach efforts.
We’ve helped clients turn these lists into prospecting lists showing strong
results. From a call targeting only voters, one client raised nearly $3,000 from
those who spent more than 10 minutes on the call. Most importantly, these
were all new donors who had never been involved in, or even heard of, the
organization prior to the event. In fact, their only interaction with this client
had been on the telephone town hall.
Similar follow-up is useful when campaigns or nonprofits need strong advocates.
For example, campaigns can target those who stayed on their candidates’ calls
for more than five or 10 minutes to request that they advocate for a candidate.
Nonprofits also benefit greatly from this data when they need voters to call their
legislators. Anyone who spent a significant amount of time on a telephone town
hall is more likely to participate in patch-through programs or letter-writing
campaigns—key parts of nonprofits’ legislative strategies.
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List Segmentation
Using poll questions, you can get in-depth information about the particular
interests of your telephone town hall audience. For example, nonprofits can
learn which areas of their organization participants are interested in and follow
up with targeted information. Similarly, candidates can use poll questions about
an audience’s policy interests to direct participants to the particulars of their
platform and recruit volunteers for their campaign.
This segmentation can be most useful for franked clients. By identifying
areas that interest individual participants, they can start building 499 lists to
prepare for the blackout period. These hyper-targeted lists can allow official
communication to continue even during the blackout.

Personal Follow Up
Participants who can’t get their questions answered live on the call or have
questions that are too specific to go live require personal follow up. This personal
follow up creates a bond between the person with a question or issue and the
campaign or nonprofit, allowing you to be proactive in responding to questions
from the public. If the campaign or nonprofit personally reaches out to
someone with a question or an issue, that person is likely to remember that
personal outreach.

Social Media Outreach
Once you have a successful telephone town hall, you’ll want to let the world
know about your fantastic speakers. The full recording you receive of the event
can be cut up into a highlight reel, turned into blog posts or simply posted in
its entirety.
You also can creatively use the voicemail feature to create a wide variety of
follow-up options. Clients have used voicemail for participants to leave messages
for their senator or representative, to state why they support an organization
or candidate, or to share a personal story related to your issue. With a proper
legal disclaimer before asking people to record a voicemail, you can use these
messages in advertisements, for get-out-the-vote efforts or in a wide variety
of viral campaigns. For example, we have worked with campaigns to turn
messages into radio ads or upload them on YouTube or SoundCloud— and to
encourage others to also share their stories.
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CHAPTER VII
Cost
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Telephone Town Halls are a
cost effective and flexible tool
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Telephone Town Halls are a cost effective and flexible tool
for non-profits, public officials and campaigns.
The base cost of a Telephone Town Hall covers three, unique types of
communication: the automated message inviting voters or members to the
live event occurring right then, the answering machine message left for those
who do not answer the phone and the wide-ranging conversation for those who
stay on the line and join the event.

There are two components that make up the base cost
for a Telephone Town Hall: list size and minutes used.
Typically, we find that minutes used rarely exceed what’s included in our
event fee, so the vast majority of our organization and campaign clients do
not have to keep their eye on the clock. Unions occasionally do exceed
minutes included, typically during contract negotiations. In the end, however,
exceeding minutes is typically indicative of very high levels of interest in your
topic and is usually a good problem to have,
Not all Telephone Town Halls are created equal, and Stones’ Phones is committed
to ensuring that you get the most out of every event you run with us. Included
in the base cost of every Telephone Town Hall is the time Stones’ Phones staff
spend helping you script out the event, including the invitation auto call and the
agenda on the event, and the time spent on the event itself, making sure that
everything runs smoothly during the Telephone Town Hall. We are there with
you every step of the way.
All of these benefits are included in the cost of a Telephone Town Hall. Additional
fees do apply for a pre-call the day before the event, Stones’ Phones provided
Screeners or Moderator, and Telephone Town Hall upgrades like including a
webinar with your event or patching out activists. Whatever your goals and
budget are, we can make a Telephone Town Hall work for you.
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CONCLUSION
Telephone town halls are the telephone communication tool of choice for
campaigns, government officials, and political organizations and nonprofits.
Their ability to create conversation in a controlled manner with voters and
members is unparalleled, and the amount of value you get from every event
cannot be underestimated.
Whether you’re a campaign, a government official, a political organization or
a nonprofit, telephone town halls can help you promote your message in a way
that brings your target audiences into the fold. They can be used to raise money,
disburse your message, ignite activism and generally make your targets feel
wanted and engaged by your organization.
That’s why we recommend telephone town halls to nearly all of our clients.
The technology’s flexibility allows these events to adapt to any challenge your
campaign or organization faces.
While many of our clients are hesitant to start using telephone town halls, they
can’t stop hosting events after they’ve done one. If you’re on the fence, give them
a try. You’ll never go back to a conference call or a live, in-person town hall.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT HOW TO SPONSOR
A TELEPHONE TOWN HALL, CALL US AT 202.393.4626
OR VISIT US AT STONESPHONES.COM.

Whether you’re a campaign, a government official, a political organization
or a nonprofit, telephone town halls can help you promote your message in a
way that brings your target audiences into the fold.
50
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